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IAAF WU23 Mobile Film Competition 

In association with FICA 2019 

 

ENTRY FORM 

 

Given name:    Family name:     

Name of the Film:        

Date of Birth: / /  

E-mail address:    @    

Social Media Link:        

Available on WhatsApp:  □Yes 

□No  

 

By submitting this form you agree to the terms and conditions of entry.  Under 
18 s are required to arrange for their parent / legal guardian submits the form 
on their behalf.  

□ I am happy to be contacted about upcoming events, offers and news by IAAF.  
 

□ I am happy to be contacted about upcoming events, offers and news by official partners or 

sponsors of IAAF. A list of current official partners and sponsors can be found at www.iaaf.org 

          

https://www.iaaf.org/home
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

1. GENERAL 

The 2nd FICA Film Festival will take place in November 2019. 

For the first year the IAAF, in collaboration with the FICA Festival, will organize a WU23 Mobile 
Competition to promote young talent from all around the world regardless of their experience 
in the field of film. The organizer of this competition is: the International Association of 
Athletics Federations of 6-8 Quai Antoine 1er BP359 MC 98007 Cedex Monaco  

By entering the WU23 Mobile Competition the participant agrees and accepts the following 
conditions of entry and IAAF general terms & conditions on https://www.iaaf.org/terms-and-
conditions 

2. CONDITIONS OF ENTRY 

The contest is open only to persons under 23years old as at 31 of December 2019. Participants 
who are legally regarded as a ‘child’ must ensure their parent/legal guardian consents to their 
entry and shall complete their entry on their behalf. 

 

2.1. Submitting 

The dead line to submit a film to IAAF WU23 Mobile Film Competition  is the 4 October 2019. 
All participants are obliged to complete the entry form completely and truthfully. 

 

2.2. Exclusion from the contest 

The Organizer reserves the right to exclude from the contest participants who have breached 
these conditions of entry. 

- Only one film can be submitted per filmmaker (i.e. participant). 
- The film must be shot entirely on a mobile and connected device (smartphones, 

tablets) in HD or 4K Format (720p,1080P,4K) Vertical or Horizontal. 
- All other type of camera (such as DSLR, Video Camera, GoPro etc.) is forbidden. 
- The film should not exceed 2 minutes. 
- Non-English language films must include English subtitles. 
- Editing software on computer as well on smartphone is allowed. 
- Copyrighted material is not accepted without righting clearance.  
- The film must be an original production. 
- Films must have full clearance for all content, including music. 
- By submitting an entry, the participant grants a non-exclusive license and consents to 

the use of the film by FICA and the IAAF for the purposes of the Competition and 
announcing the winner of the Competition.  
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3. FILMS 

 

3.1. Formats 

In order to submit a film. The File must be sent 
To the following address via WeTransfer: WU23FilmCompetition@iaaf.org 

- In h.264 format, .mov wrapper, with the form completed. 

 

3.2. Formal regulations 

The Films must be based on Athletics and related themes only. 

The film can be in any language with subtitles in the English language. 

 

3.3. Selection  
 

The IAAF and FICA festival keep the right to exclude any film without explanation (for example 
if the film infringes third party rights, has not obtained rights clearances, contains content 
which is offensive, derogatory, insulting etc.). The Filmmaker/producer of the movie give the 
right to the FICA Festival and the IAAF to show the film online without any restriction and to 
screen the film during the festival.  

The films submitted will be displayed online before the final selection of shortlisted 10 films.  
 

3.4. Prize 
 
The winner will be:  
Selected by the FICA jury.  
 

- Given the following title ‘IAAF Best WU23 Film.’ 
- The prize will be a Holiday for 2 people for the 6 days of the ‘IAAF World U20 

Championships Nairobi 2020’, Kenya. Flights will be economy class and hotel 
accommodation will be on a bed and breakfast basis sharing a twin room.  

 
The prize cannot be exchanged or sold. Please note that the winner and their accompanying 
person will have to provide their passport information to the IAAF for purposes of arranging 
their travel and accommodation. The winner must ensure they have a valid passport and 
visas covering their stay in Kenya. The winner must also arrange their own travel 
insurance covering their stay in Kenya.  

mailto:WU23FilmCompetition@iaaf.org
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